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Your Bergslagen 
adventure
starts here.

Mine buildings loom above the treetops 
of the dense forests. Between the vibrant 
blue lake and the pine-clad trail, there is time 
for reflection and adventure. The landscape 
reminds us of what once was — mining and a 
place on the map as one of the world’s most 
important industrial regions. The transition 
from mining industry to adventure dito (and 
more!) is under way, and this guide provides 
a sample of some favourite pursuits, with an 
outdoor theme. 

This guide provides a selection of tours with 
varying degrees of difficulty, for both short 
and somewhat longer adventures. The hope is 
that they will inspire and invite you to explore 
Bergslagen, inwards and outwards. 

Throughout history people and influences 
from near and far have always been Bergs-

Degree of difficulty for tours

Hiking, pp 4–32 
Easy — Short, accessible and rather 
level trail. A great option for novice 
hikers, children and people with some 
impairment.

Medium — Half-day tour, with more 
differences in elevation than easy 
tours. Suitable for everyone who can 
handle the distance.

Challenging — Full-day or multiple-day 
tour, long varied trail with many differ-
ences in elevation. Suitable for all who 
have outdoor experience and can 
handle the distance.

Cycling, pp 34–64 
Easy — Short and rather level tour, 
(2–3 hours).

Medium — Half-day tour, with higher 
elevations than easy tours, (3–5 
hours).

Challenging — Full-day or multi-
ple-day tour, long tour with many 
higher elevations, (5–7 hours).

Key to map symbols 

lagen’s strength. Then as now, the hiking and 
biking trails in this guide have been traversed 
by people in search of adventure in Bergs-
lagen just like you. 

Bergslagen’s Outdoors Map 
We recommend that you supplement this 
guide with Bergslagen’s Outdoors Map. It 
contains more detailed information and is a 
great resource to have with you on a tour. 
The map can be purchased at tourist offices in 
Bergslagen as well as at www.bergslagen.se 

Remember to make as small a footprint in 
nature as possible. Take your trash with you 
and be considerate of animals, plants and 
residents of the places you pass through.

Lace up your shoes, inflate your tyres. 
Your Bergslagen adventure starts now! 
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Hiking
Digerberget 6
Järleån 8
Kindla 10
Kloten 16
Knuthöjdsmossen 18
Lindessjön runt 20
Ljusnaren runt 22
Murstensdalen 26
Rikkenstorp 28
Skärmarboda 30
and Amboberget
Uskavi 32

Checklist for hiking 
• Water 
• Rugged and comfortable shoes/boots 
• Bandages/plasters for sores 
• Packed lunch 
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Digerberget
Length: 9 km  Time: 3 hours  Start: Pershyttan or Digerberget

Degree of difficulty: Medium

This tour starts at the heart of the history of 
Bergslagen and its iron production. Explore 
the estates of mining experts as well as a 
forge, foundry and mine. The Pershyttan 
Cultural Heritage Park is a stimulating place 
for both young and old. The tour takes you to 
Dammsjön lake, and shortly afterwards the 
trail follows an old excavated canal. In the 
Kvarnbäcken-Lerkesån nature reserve the rare 

freshwater pearl mussel hides out, and in the 
slag heaps an occasional blue Bergslagen 
stone glimmers.

There are many activities in Pershyttan from 
which to choose. Become a pro at ironworks 
and mining in the visitor centre or try some of 
the popular mountain bike trails. 

Start the adventure on the 
train. Vintage trains with 
steam locomotives travel 
between Nora and Pershyttan 
during the peak season. 

244
Pershyttan

Bergslags-
leden Trail

Bergslags-
leden Trail

Digerberget

Nora
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Järleån
Length: 2–12 km  Time: 1–4 hours  Start: Main parking

Degree of difficulty: Easy to challenging 

East of Norasjön lake, at the Järleån river 
inlet, the hike heads towards Järle. Along the 
roaring river, across footbridges and through 
pastures, the trail cuts through the beautiful 
cultural landscape. The large number of 
various deciduous trees conceal twittering 
birds, and in the pastures you can catch sight 
of an occasional grazing friend. The Järleån 
river valley slopes down towards the river. 
Some parts are steep, but the sturdy steps are 
a reliable companion and a fun component.

Water power from the Järleån river has histor-
ically played an important role in Bergslagen, 
making possible the operation of foundry, mill 
and forge for iron processing. Today parts of the 
Järleån river are a tranquil nature reserve and 
the hammermills have long since fallen silent. 

In early spring the rapids are most powerful, 
but the landscape offers you wonderful 
experiences year-round. There are many rest 
areas along the river, and it is easy to make 
adjustments in the tour for both short and 
longer adventures. Hammarby

Bergslagsleden
Trail

Main parking

Järle

Bring along an evening 
meal and settle down 
on a rock by the Lång-
forsen rapids.!
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Welcome to the great outdoors. 
Check out of everyday life and into ad-
venture. There are four official trailheads 
leading into the nature reserve, from 
which you will find a variety of trails. 
The hub for almost all of the routes is at 
Klosstjärn, which is located at the rough 
centre of the reserve. Kindla is 
at a high elevation so it 
offers three vantage 
points. You can 
enjoy Bergs lagen’s 
best view from the 
Kindla höjden lookout 
tower. High above the 
treetops, the countryside 
opens up and only the lakes 
interrupt the otherwise green 
landscape. Be on the lookout for 
some of the mining buildings that 
loom up, You can catch sight of the 
Stråssa mine to the east, and the 
Stripa mine if you gaze southwards. 

Kindlahöjden

Klosstjärn

Towards
Hjulsjö

Towards
Guld-
smeds-
hyttan

Towards
Järnboås

Bergslagsleden
Trail

Kindla
Length: 3–15 km  Time: 1–5 hours  Start: One of four trailheads

Degree of difficulty: Medium to challenging 
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The well-trodden footpaths wind through 
woods, over rocky outcrops and on 
boardwalks across bogs and mires. Boots 
are a wise choice since some sections are 
low-lying and wet. You will feel your pulse 
quicken in the steep sections. The sunset from 
Kindlahöjden is magical, a memory you’ll 
never forget. 

Bring your tent and make Kindla a multi-day 
excursion. There are also several windbreaks, 
rest cabins and a special hut, a so-called 
“kolarkoja”, in the area in which you can 

spend the night. Enjoy a quiet morning with 
warming coffee cooked over the fireplace 
and see the dew shimmering in the grass in 
what once served as a hayfield. The croft 
ruins we pass testify to the fact that Kindla 
has been a special place for generations. 

Kindla has been used by people during 
the heyday of mining for energy in the form 
of firewood and charcoal for the nearby 
foundries, among other things. Today the old 
trees are giving way to what eventually will 
become a new primeval forest. 

Enjoy a sumptuous lunch 
from your own backpack 
and coffee freshly brewed 
over an open fire.!
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Kloten
Length: 16 km  Time: 5 hours  Start: Kloten

Degree of difficulty: Challenging 

In the midst of the vast Malingsbo-Kloten 
nature reserve lies the small village of Kloten, 
which is the starting point for this tour. The 
village has a long history of adventure-seek-
ing guests who want to take advantage of 
the area’s rich outdoor life in both winter and 
summer. 

Don’t forget the basket for berries 
and mushrooms! When the season 
allows, the forest’s pantry is full of 
delicious produce. !

The route goes northward, and before long 
your boot meets the soft pine-strewn paths 
and your eyes enjoy the green hues of spruce 
and pine. The vibrant blue lakes, bogs and 
meadows open up the otherwise densely 
forested countryside. Centuries of mining 
and forestry have left their mark on nature, 
and here and there are traces that the mining 
industry left behind.

In Kloten there are cottages, hostel and 
camping opportunities for those who want 
to slow down the pace and stay for a while. 
Popular activities in the area during the sum-
mer include hiking, canoeing and fishing. 

Gräsberget
Malingsbo-
Kloten Trail

Kloten

Långvattnet

Bergslagsleden
Trailhead
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Hällefors

Svartälven
Svartälven

Knuthöjdsmossen
Length: 1.5 km  Time: 0.5–1 hours  Start: South parking 

Degree of difficulty: Easy + accessibility adapted

Not far from Hällefors city, you will find 
the Knuthöjdsmossen nature reserve. A loop 
on boardwalks winds through the bog, past 
hundreds of tarns (small lakes), sand dunes, 
marshes and pines. Parts of the loop have 
been accessibility adapted for wheelchairs 
and prams. This is an oasis of tranquillity, 
 nature walks and, not least, birdwatching. 
Birds you can spot here include the red- 
throated diver, mallard, green-winged teal 
and common goldeneye. It’s the perfect 
tour for the whole family. 

Begin the tour with an audio 
guide, which you can find at 
the starting point. Learn more 
about the nature reserve using 
your cell phone. 

!
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Lindessjön runt
Length: 7 or 8,5 km  Time: 2–3 hours
Start: Strandpromenaden, Lindesberg

Degree of difficulty: Easy + partly adapted for accessibility

The beautiful Lindesjön runt trail is close 
to a populated area, with good accessibility 
on a footpath that is mostly gravelled or 
paved. The loop extends from Strandprom-
enaden in the north to the Näset nature 
reserve in the south and continues past mead-
ows and fields in the west. On a quiet morn-
ing the only sounds to be heard are prolific 

birdsong, and later in the day you probably 
will be followed by other brisk people along 
this popular exercise stretch. Extend the tour 
by adding the Kyrkberget and Tempelbacken 
nature reserves to your route around the lake. 
Parts of the tour are accessibility adapted for 
wheelchairs and other mobility aids.

For those who want to further raise 
their heart rate and max out their 
muscles, there is a first-rate outdoor 
gym at the Lindesberg arena.!

Lindesjön

Lindesberg

Lindesberg
arena
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Ljusnaren runt
Length: 21 km  Time: 7 hours  Start: Djäkens swimming area

Degree of difficulty: Challenging

From the start at the Djäken swimming 
area, the tour follows the Bergslagsleden Trail 
towards Stjärnfors. The terrain is varied. The 
route winds gently through bilberry sprigs, over 
sand ridges and on paths strewn with pine 
needles. The lake known as Ljusnaren (literally 
“lightener”) is said to have gotten its name 
because it was a brilliant element, a bright 
spot in the otherwise dense forest landscape. 
The lake is a faithful companion on the route; 
the trail makes only a few detours from it. 

Copper deposits previously were mined 
here, literally placing Kopparberg (“copper 
mountain”) on the map. On the western side 
of Ljusnaren, bogs and marshland are more 
prevalent. In front of Nittbo, where Nittälven 
empties into Ljusnaren, there is a pleasant rest 
area. Sit down and rest your feet for a while. 
If you’re lucky, a beaver might swim past, but 
you are more likely to see a canoeist enjoying 
this popular paddling section. 

Kopparberg

Stjärnfors

Skäret

Djäkens
swimming

area

Bergslagsleden
Trail

Postleden
Trail

63

Ljusnaren

Salbosjön

Bergslags-
leden Trail

The Ljusnaren runt trail is a relatively long 
hiking tour, which can advantageously be 
divided into two stages. Stay overnight in 
one of the windbreaks or bring a tent. !
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Towards
Road 205

& Loka

Karlbo
Store

Flosjön

Fisk-
lösen

Murstensdalen
Length: 5 or 12 km  Time: 2–4 hours  Start: Karlbo

Degree of difficulty: Easy or medium

In Lokadalen, just south of the venerable 
spa town of Loka Brunn, you’ll find the Bergs-
lagen nature reserve that most closely resem-
bles wilderness. You will hike through a quiet 
and unspoiled land. It features deep canyons 
and high plateaus with old pine forests. The 
route passes bogs, ponds and lakes. 

You can choose a shorter loop of 5 km ( ) 
or a slightly longer 12 km one ( ), both 
of which have good signage. Whichever 
tour you choose, you are guaranteed an 
unforeseen nature experience, and there are 
several delightful places where you can eat 
the packed lunch you brought along. 

Take a reference book with 
you and explore the reserve’s 
abundant flora and fauna. !
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Rikkenstorp

Bränntjärnstorpet

Towards
Grängesberg

Towards
Kopparberg

Rikkenstorp
Length: 2 or 8 km  Time: 1 or 3 hours  Start: Rikkenstorp

Degree of difficulty: Easy or Challenging 

Finngården Rikkenstorp is an old Finnish 
homestead in an amazing natural setting. 
There are hiking trails, the Finnmark Museum, 
a Finnish hut, a smokehouse and a lot of pre-
served Finnish culture. The culture path ( )  
that goes around the farm is a beautiful ac-
cessible trail. The smokehouse courtyard, with 
its tables and benches up along the hillside, 
is always available for visitors. The Finnmark 
Museum in the barn is opened upon request. 

There are also several longer tours along 
the old walking and transportation routes in 
Finnmark, like Brännkärrsrundan ( ). All trails 
lead back to Finngården Rikkenstorp. The 
marked trails pass many deserted farms and 
villages. Enjoy wonderful views and exciting 
settings. Don’t forget boots and comfortable 
clothing, the nature here does not offer modern 
conveniences. 

Hike to Bränntjärnstorpet, 
which is the childhood home 
of poet Dan Andersson’s father.!
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Skärmarboda
and Amboberget

Length: 3 or 9 km  Length: 1 or 3 hours
Start: Skärmarboda or Mogetorp  Degree of difficulty: Medium 

In Skärmarboda you can walk on the bot-
tom of the sea and explore geologic phenom-
ena. Here the inland ice sheet pressed down 
the mountain, polished it and left behind new 
kinds of landscapes. When the ice melted, 
there once was open water here. Today the 
sea is gone. What remains are large boulders 
that rise skyward and rocky outcroppings that 
form intriguing hiding places.

At the entrance to the nature reserve, there 
are many different tours from which to choose, 
both long and short. One of them is the Yoldia 

loop ( ), a thrilling 3-km-long adventure 
starting at the entrance. 

Amboberget ( ) is a nature reserve border-
ing Skärmarboda. Its highest point can be 
reached from the entrance to Skärmarboda 
if you follow the Bergsrundan trail south and 
latch onto the loop at Amboberget. You can 
alsoreach the Amboberget loop from the car 
park at Mogetorps Värdshus, 
which is a checkpoint for 
the Bergslagsleden 
Trail as well. 

Begin or end the tour at 
the obstacle course at the 
entrance. A fun challenge 
for the whole family!!

Towards
Örebro

Mogetorp

Towards Nora
& Lindesberg

Skärmarboda

50

Bergslags-
leden Trail

Bergslags-
leden Trail
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Tips: Di apis nobis ut veri isim 
aut quundiatur. Udandunt 
quam, conseque senit pere 
pedicium et in.!

With Uskavigården and beautiful Lake 
Usken at our back, we step right into the ad-
venture. This tour offers several of Bergslagen’s 
gems and is therefore just right for the curious 
explorer. Bromsjöbodar is an abandoned 
village that was left to its fate in the 40's. The 
contrast that the somewhat creepy deserted 
houses and the beautiful open village engen-
der in the landscape is palpable. Why the 
village was abandoned is unclear, but Maria 
Lang, the queen of whodunnits from Nora, has 
drawn inspiration from the site for her book, 
En Främmande Man (“A Strange Man”). 

The tour borders the Leja nature reserve 
where you will find, among other things, 
abandoned industrial ruins from the mining of 
chalcopyrite. The ruins are exciting, and it’s 

beautiful to see how nature is slowly regain-
ing this place. During the first weeks of June, 
the rare lady’s slipper orchid blooms here. 

Back in Uskavi, there are many opportunities 
for both sleeping accommodations and further 
adventures. Nearby attractions include the 
splendid and well-preserved Siggebohyttan, 
a miner’s estate from the late 18th century. For 
those interested in bargain hunting, there are 
flea markets clustered along Tre Sjöars Väg 
during the summer.

Uskavi
Length: 12 km  Time: 4 hours  

Start: Uskavigården  Degree of difficulty: Medium 

Siggebohyttans
Bergsmansgård

Leja

Uskavi
Bromsjö-
bodar

Usken

50

Towards
Lindesberg

Bergslagsleden
Trail

Tre Sjöars
Väg

Bergslags-
leden Trail
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Cycling
Gruvrundan 36
Koppartrampen 38
Lasse-Majarundan 40
Lokadalen runt 42
Norasjön runt 46
Råsvalen runt 48
Silvergruvan runt 52
Sörälgen runt 54
Torrvarpen runt 58
Två sjöar runt 60
Uskenrundan 62
Vikern runt 64

 Checklist for cycling
• Helmet
• Pump
• Inner tube/repair kit
• Water
• Energy bar/sandwich

Cycling
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Striberg

Ås

Fåsjön

Bälgsjön

N
orasjön

Nora

Klacka
Lerberg

Mining Park

Carl’s
shaft

Pershyttan

Gruvrundan
Length: 27 km  Elevation: 304 m  Start: Nora 

Degree of difficulty: Easy

This tour is an exploration for the whole 
family of some of the leading mines around 
Nora. Mining laid the foundation for 
Bergslagen’s prosperity. There was plenty 
of both ore and forest here, which made the 
production of iron possible. 

The first mine you come to on the tour is 
in Striberg. Today there are memorials to 

observe at the shaft head and the concentra-
tion plant by Carl’s shaft (see mining area in 
the Outdoors Map). Back in the saddle the 
tour continues to the Klacka-Lerberg Mining 
Park, where there are remnants of pits as 
well as places where ore was piled. Today 
the spectacular mining environment is also a 
stage for cultural events. 

Back in Nora a detour to Pershyttan, 
Bergslagen’s best-preserved mining village, 
including a foundry, mines and waterwheels 
to examine in the cultural heritage park, is 
recommended.

Enjoy the packed lunch 
you’ve brought along 
in the Klacka-Lerberg 
Mining Park.!
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Koppartrampen
Length: 30 ( ) or 60 km ( )  Elevation: 314/510 m  Start: Kopparberg

Degree of difficulty: Medium to challenging 

Koppartrampen is a recreational race 
that is part of the Bergslagen Classic, 
but of course the pedalling is good here 
year-round. The tour is a powerful nature 
experience, most of it on gravel roads that 
cut through dense forests, nature reserves 
and the roar of the Nittälven river. World-
class cultural and artistic events take place 
in the area on a regular basis. Pause for the 
Opera på Skäret or extend your adventure to 
Ställbergs Mine and The Non Existent Center. 
The length of the tour calls for a few coffee 
breaks. Bring along a thermos and a couple 
of sandwiches, for when you roll out of Kop-
parberg, you are leaving built-up areas and 
services for a while. Instead nature, culture 
and vestiges from mining come into play. The 
adventure can begin! Kopparberg

Skäret

Ställdalen

Ställberg
Mine

Fill your water bottle at Brattforsen. It’s 
about a 100-m walk down to the rapids. 
Take your bike along or park it at the sign-
post where the nature reserve begins. !
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Storå

Lindesberg

Stråssa

Ramsberg

Råsvalen

68

50

Djupdalen

Grönbo

Morskoga

Kåfalla

Lasse-Majarundan
Length: 65 km  Elevation: 683 m  Start: Storå

Degree of difficulty: Challenging

Along the winding road the chronicle of 
the area’s transition from a mining centre to 
a place of culture and adventure becomes 
evident. 

On the way from Storå your pulse quickens, 
if not due to the steady ascent up towards 
Stråssa, then because of the magnificent view 

of Storådalen you encounter well up on the 
mining heap by Stråssa Mine. It’s well worth 
a little detour. Then the road winds in gentle 
curves towards the Ramsberg district. After 
Morskoga the forest rears up and there is 
total freedom. It’s you, your thoughts and the 
forest. Towards Lindesberg the landscape 
becomes more open again, and now your 
stomach probably starts to tell you it’s time 
for a snack. Back in the saddle, the Bottenån 
river leads you out of Lindesberg and on 
towards the mountains in the north. 

This tour is named after the distinctive 
adventurer and bandit Lasse-Maja, 
who grew up in Djupdalen outside 
Ramsberg in the middle of the 19th 
century. Stop by his memorial at 
Ramsberg Church, which reads, 
“In Ramsberg his cradle, in Arboga his 
grave, in legal protocol his memory”.

!
Byt?
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Grythyttan

Loka
brunn

Towards
Karlskoga

Granbergsdal

Torrvarpen

Lokadalen runt
Length: 85 km  Elevation: 774 m  Start: Grythyttan

Degree of difficulty: Challenging 

The nature reserves and lakes succeed 
one another. On the section between Sirsjön 
and Skärjen lakes, the bike rolls easily on the 
former railway embankment that cuts right 
through the bog and marshland. On an early 
morning the fog shimmers, and there stand 
the birches in welcoming avenues. 

The road to the foundry at Granbergsdal 
meanders pleasantly through the forest. 
Pause and enjoy the place, the coffee you 
brought along or something from the foundry 
café (open seasonally). Then the route heads 
northwards again, past Lokadalen’s long, 
narrow lakes and through Bergslagen’s 
historic forests. 

Don’t forget to fill up your water bottles at 
Loka Brunn. The pure, fresh water is said to 
possess a special power that imparts health 
and strength. Perfect for a long bike ride. 
People have come here for rejuvenation and 
recreation for hundreds of years. 

Divide the ride into two days 
and take care of sore muscles 
with a massage at Loka Brunn.
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Nora

NorasjönNorasjön

Pershyttan

244

Norasjön runt
Length: 22 km  Elevation: 200 m  Start: Nora

Degree of difficulty: Easy 

The vibrant cobblestone streets get the 
excursion rolling out of Nora. On the whole 
the tour involves easy pedalling and is 
suitable for the whole family. On the eastern 
side a magnificent view of Nora awaits you. 
The church tower, Alntorp Island, boats and 
canoeists are easily captured in the lens. 
Towards Born the countryside opens up, and 
the route meanders between meadows and 
fields. In Nora there is more to discover by 

bike. Perhaps an architectural study of the 
wooden town or a trip to Kvarteret Bryggeriet, 
Nora’s creative district, Göthlinska gården 
or Rosenträdgården. There is a long list of 
favourites. 

Nora was founded in 1643, and today it’s 
one of Sweden’s best-preserved wooden 
towns, with buildings dating back to the   
18th and 19th centuries for the most part. 

Ease off the tour or replenish your 
reserves. In Nora you’ll find both home-
made ice cream and delicacies from 
local beer and food artisans. 

Byt?
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This tour takes you around Råsvalen lake, 
which is located between Lindesberg and 
Storå. Kallernäsvägen winds along north-
wards. It is a pleasant stretch that passes by 
farms and grazing livestock, a paradise to 
all appearances. When you have passed 
Storå and continued on through Guldsmed-
shyttan, suddenly Stripa mine looms up. It 
is one of Sweden’s most complete modern 
mining environments. A changeover is under 
way, and new creative enterprises already 
have moved into the well-preserved mining 
environment. 

The tour continues back towards Lindesberg 
via the villages of Hafsta and Snuggan. 

Round off a good ride by enjoying 
the art along the streets of Lindes-
berg, gliding between the five large 

murals on facades in the city centre. 

The tour has two short passages on 
routes 68 and 50. Traffic here can 
be heavy, so be sure to stay together 
when you cycle and be clearly visible. 

Storå

Guld-
smeds-
hyttan

Lindesberg

Råsvalen

Stripa Mining
Environment

50

68

Råsvalen runt
Length: 37 km  Elevation: 197 m  Start: Lindesberg

Degree of difficulty: Easy 

The Stripa mining environment is 
a delightful stop. Park your bike and 
allow yourself to be enchanted by 
the site for a while. !
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Hällefors

Storsången

Silvergruvan

Silvergruvan runt
Length: 20 km  Elevation: 150 m  Start: Hällefors

Degree of difficulty: Easy 

The route initially passes through an open 
countryside, with meadows and small farms. 
In the fields cows and horses cast curious 
glances. As in many other places in Bergsla-
gen, the forests conceal tales of the district’s 
mining history, in this case silver mining. The 
silver mine in Hällefors was once the second 
largest silver deposit in Sweden. 

This tour is a good exercise ride for the 
whole family. It generally proceeds on 
low-traffic roads except for a section on 
a major busy road abreast of the Viner-
höjden hill near Silvergruvan. For the most 
comfortable ride, somewhat wider tires are 
recommended.

The sculpture parks in Hällefors 
are worth a stop. There are many 
works here by major artists to 
examine. 
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Hällefors

Grythyttan
Sör-älgen

63

Sikfors

Knuthöjdsmossen
nature reserve

Hökhöjden

Sörälgen runt
Length: 38 km  Elevation: 393 m  Start: Sikfors

Degree of difficulty: Medium 

A culinary trip for adventurous epicureans. 
Charge up your battery at Sikfors Herrgård 
or save this gem for the finish. When you 
leave Sikfors, you will soon cycle straight 
into good bilberry and cloudberry areas. 
The gravel road meanders further near the 
edge of the lake, and the forest-clad rounded 
mountains on the other side of the lake reflect 
beautifully along the western shoreline of 
Sörälgen.

For those who like to combine their bike ride 
with a good bite to eat, world-class food 
for the journey awaits in Grythyttan. Popular 
stops include Gästgivaregården, Måltidens 

Hus, Grythytte Qwarn, Neerings Glass 
and Pizzans Hus. The west side of the 
lake is a bit hillier, but on the whole 
the tour is relatively easy pedal-
ling. The downward slope at the 
Hökhöjden nature reserve outside 
of Hällefors is a perfect concluding 
coast back to Sikfors. 

Slate quarrying still goes on 
in Bergslagen. Lift your eyes in 
Grythyttan and see what lies 
on the rooftops! !
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Tips: Di apis nobis ut veri isim 
aut quundiatur. Udandunt 
quam, conseque senit pere 
pedicium et in.!

Grythyttan

Hällefors

Torrvarpen

63

Krokborns-
parken

Sax-
hyttan

Björskogsnäs

SkräddartorpTowards Loka

Torrvarpen runt
Length: 42 km  Elevation: 260 m  Start: Hällefors

Degree of difficulty: Medium 

The bicycle tour leads away from Hällefors 
in a counterclockwise direction. When you 
have scarcely left the populated area, the 
countryside changes to bogs, marshes and 
forest land. After the village of Saxhyttan, we 
arrive at Lake Torrvarpen. At this point the 
asphalt gives way to a gravel road as you 
cycle near the edge of the lake and through 
dense forests. 

The Björskogsnäs nature reserve is a detour 
from the route, but one well worth it. There is 
a beautifully situated cultural landscape here 
with views of the wooded hills of Bergslagen. 

In June the unusual lady’s slipper orchid 
blooms, and the farm that TV personality  
Ernst Kirchsteiger restored is located here.

When the tour reaches the populated area, 
you are reminded of the fact that Bergslagen 
is a food and drink microcosm with Grythyttan 
as its epicentre. Gästgivaregården and 
Måltidens Hus are perfect places to stop for 
a food and coffee break. 

Visit Krokbornsparken, the oldest people’s 
park in Sweden. During the summer various 
events take place in the park. Fall through 
spring, the beautiful cultural memorial park 
offers relaxing nature paths.
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Usken

Fåsjön

Uskavi

Siggebohyttans
Bergsmansgård

Öskevik

Vreten

Mårds-
hyttan

Klacka
Lerberg

Mining Park Tre Sjöars Väg

Towards
Järnboås

Nora

The road from Nora meanders in gentle 
arcs between lakes and pastures. Two lakes, 
Fåsjön and Usken, soon enter the picture. 
The tour angles off towards the Järnboås 
district, with stately spruce trees lining the 
road and forming straight corridors. Then the 
countryside opens up and Fåsjön peeps out 
again. The view is almost blinding, and the 
bike seems to pedal itself. Usken reappears, 
and both a coffee break and flea market 
bargains are waiting here. 

Lakes and rivers were used extensively in 
Bergslagen to ship both iron ore and timber 
to and from foundries. Today Fåsjön and 
Usken are among the more popular 
areas in Bergslagen for outings. The 
cycling around the lakes is on easily 
traversed roads that are a bit hilly in 
places but soon level off. You can easily 
make adjustments in the tour. Bike around 
both lakes or take one at a time. It makes for 
an enjoyable and beautiful excursion for the 
whole family. 

Två sjöar runt
Length: 50 km  Elevation: 410 m  Start: Nora

Degree of difficulty: Medium

Good for cycling year-
round. In the summer 
Usken and Fåsjön lakes 
are perfect for swimming 
enthusiasts.
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Uskenrundan
Length: 35 km  Elevation: 230 m  Start: Lindesberg

Degree of difficulty: Medium 

West of Lindesberg a real peak experi-
ence awaits. From the top of Siggebohytte-
backen with its astonishing views, the tour 
leads down to a wealthy miner’s estate at 
Siggebohyttan that dates back to the late 
18th century. Both the vantage point and 
the estate are well worth a visit. The tour 
continues along Tre Sjöars Väg, where the 

countryside is accented by green wooded 
hills to the north and red farm buildings of 
wealthy miners next to the road. Soon Lake 
Usken comes into view. During the summer 
the shore is lined with both swimmers and 
fishing enthusiasts — an excellent conclusion 
for this trip as well. Lake Råsvalen finally 
accompanies the tour back to Lindesberg. 

Visitors come from long distances 
to Siggebohyttebacken for rigorous 
training and to enjoy views of Bergs-
lagen’s beautiful scenery.!

50

68

Lindesberg
Towards
Örebro

Towards
Nora

Towards
Kopparberg

Råsvalen

Uske
n

Siggebohyttans
Bergsmansgård

50

Uskavi

Mårds-
hyttan

Tre Sjöars Väg
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Striberg

Gyttorp
Nora

Vikern

Saxen

Käppsta open-air
swimming area

Vikern runt
Length: 35 km  Elevation: 376 m  Start: Nora

Degree of difficulty: Easy 

This tour includes both camels and the 
Swedish welfare state. On a pleasant, lush 
bike path from Nora via Hagby meadows, 
the tour passes the centre of Gyttorp. Gyt-
torp’s old workers’ residences in functionalist 
style (designed by architect Ralph Erskine) be-
speak the ideals of the welfare state and the 
modern industrial community that emerged in 
Bergslagen in connection with the production 
of nitroglycerin and other explosives. 

Next up you ride by the lakeside around 
the east side of Lake Vikern. On the western 
side the villages are clustered close together. 
There are not only horses in the pastures here; 
one or two camels may also crop up! The tour 
continues towards Striberg, cutting through a 
delightful airy forest that invites you to take a 
break among the bilberry sprigs.

By Lake Vikern just outside Gyttorp, you 
will find the Käppsta open-air swimming 
area with its lovely sandy beach, dressing 
rooms, earth closet and jetty.!Cycling Vikern runt Cy
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Nature reserves 
In Bergslagen there are many nature reserves. 
Some of the most frequented are Kindla, Skär-
marbodabergen, Järleån and Knuthöjdsmosse, 
but you might find a favourite of your own with 
the help of the map. You will find all of the nature 
reserves and tips about accessibility and the best 
times to visit at www.lansstyrelsen.se/orebro. 

Mountain biking 
Challenge yourself on trails in the forest. There 
are more than 400 km of them divided among 
at least 23 trails. Everything from easy green 
trails to long and demanding black trails.
Nora/Pershyttan, 13 trails, 2.6–46 km, 
difficulty level 
Hjulsjö, 8 trails, 7–43 km,
difficulty level 
Lindesberg/Fritidsbyn, 4 trails, 1.4–18 km, 
difficulty level 

Canoe trails 
In Bergslagen there are several fine canoe trails. 
Stretches of rapids and power plants are clearly 
signposted, and there are loading areas for 
transport by land. For every canoe trail there is a 
stage sheet containing information and a map.
Arbogaån, 60 km (Lindesberg–Arboga)
Järleån, 32 km (Nora–Väringen)
Nittälven, 38 km (Uvbergsbron–Kopparberg)
Rastälven, 61 km (Hjulsjö–Nora)
Svartälven Norra, 51 km (Tyfors–Hällefors)
Svartälven Södra, 56 km (Hällefors–Brattforsen)

Hiking trails 
Short or long. Rough terrain or comfortable 
paths. If you crave more hiking than this 
guide offers, there’s still more to explore in 
Bergslagen! 

The Bergslagsleden Trail is the most famous 
of all trails in Bergslagen. It is divided into 17 
stages, of which the first seven go through our 
Bergslagen, starting in Kloten and ending in 
Mogetorp. Stages range from 13 to 22 km in 
length, and it takes about one day per stage. 

The Silverleden Trail is a longer route that 
runs through areas where silver mining was 
extensive during the 17th century. The trail 
starts and finishes at Hurtigtorpet in Hällefors. 
The Silverleden Trail is 65 km long and takes 
about 2–3 days to hike. 

The Postleden Trail is a wilderness trail 
between Hällefors and Kopparberg. The trail 
goes through a large nature reserve, featur-
ing panoramic views, large wetlands and 
old-growth forests. The Postleden Trail is 56 
km long and takes about 2–3 days to hike.

For more information
www.bergslagen.se
www.bergslagsleden.se
www.bergslagencycling.se
www.lansstyrelsen.se/orebro

More to explore!
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This guide contains 25 different tours with 
varying degrees of difficulty, for both short 

and somewhat longer adventures 
on foot or by bike. The hope is that they 

will inspire and invite you to explore 
Bergslagen, inwards and outwards.
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